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Chinese Zodiacs
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(Confirm your Chinese Zodiac with me if you are not sure. Your Chinese Zodiac as follow
if your were born after Feb 4th that particular year)

RAT-1936, 1948, 1960,1972,1984,1996

Constant travel for RATS this year! Dynamism is the key word
here. Relationship comes and goes! You will constantly searching for
new and exciting ventures but be precise of what you want to do! Beware of
unpredicted opposite sex temptation. 1936 Rat will have the opportunities to
meet new friends and but experience a more taxing year. 1948 Rat will be
more competitive at works and social life. In order to solve your problems
you must constantly on the move (travel). 1960 Rat will experience a slow
progress year in all aspects of life. 1972 Rat will change job or superior or
change of partners this year. 1984 rat will enjoy a fruitful year and might get a
pay rise or job promotion. 1996 Rat will excel in school but face keen
competition from peer! Work hard and study hard is the motto for this year!

OX-1937, 1949, 1961,1973,1985,1997

Searching for stability and peace of mind are the key words here. This is due
to unwarranted surprises, challengers and circumstances that lead you to frustration. 1937 Ox
will do lots of thinking this year! To study or to invest again? 1949 Ox will face keen competition
in all aspects of life, stay away from gambling! 1961 Ox with experience a layback year and
slowdown in progress but not to worry your income will not be affected. 1973 Ox will see
changes in work place or superior and be prepared for the worst. 1985 Ox will have something
to cheer about; your income as well as status will improve but remember to be pro-active.1997
Ox will excel in school with extra effort!

TIGER-1938, 1950, 1962,1974,1986,1998

A year of short-lived glorious!

This is a harness, gather and get together year
but sad to say all these are short-lived events. Make sure you make the fullest and enjoy
the JOURNEY rather than the destination. 1938 Tiger time to get you busy again. You will
experience a completely new ventures and experience in life. 1950 Tiger might get lay off
this year! However, good thing is that you will be rewarded handsomely. 1962 Tiger will
experience a new superior or changes in jobs nature or seek new business venture. 1974
Tiger will increase in wealth and income this year but make sure you set a side some for
bad times. 1986 Tiger will be more creative and excel in school or workplace! 1998 Tiger
will face keen competition from peers and do stay away from drugs.

RABBIT-1939, 1951, 1963,1975,1987,1999

A year of wealth increases as well as your status! Nevertheless
‘easy come and easy go’! Also a year of self-study. 1939 Rabbit is busy
again in a competitive world and not willing to sit still, running around calling for attention for what you
are about to achieve. 1951 Rabbit requires a peace of mind and will relax and enjoy your break in
countryside this year. 1963 Rabbit is going to change job or superior willing or unwillingly, what is the
difference you might ask? Different paradigm of perception. 1975 Rabbit will enjoy the promotion and
pay increase this year. 1987 Rabbit is in a cross road of either further study or take up a nice job offer!
1999 Rabbit will meet exciting new friends and excel in school!

DRAGON-1940, 1952, 1964,1976,1988,2000

A guidance angel to guide and help you whenever you
are in trouble! However, make sure you ASK! Your
reputation will also outshine others. A year of new
romance, changes in relationships, for better or
worst? You tell me! 1940 Dragon will require taking a longer break or
vacation and better yet sabbaticals from work. 1952 Dragon will probably experience a new
job environment or change of superior. 1964 Dragon becomes wealthy this year and
perhaps enjoys better quality of life. 1976 Dragon is indecisive to work for others or to
become own boss. 1988 Dragon becomes more competitive in whatever you do this year.

SNAKE-1941, 1953, 1965,1977,1989,2001

A year of instability, changes in career, residential and
even your relationship! A year of frustration, grievances

and disputes! Travel, travel and travel is the answer! 1941
Snake will have less to do this year and must be proactive in looking for opportunities. 1953
Snake will have a career change and it is a surprise change that you will not imagine before,
things are getting more competitive this year for you. 1965 Snake will have new ideas in
making money from last year new venture! 1977 Snake will think to further study or become
more creative this year! 1989 Snake will be struggling in new environment as competition from
peers become keener.

HORSE-1942, 1954, 1966,1978,1990,2002

A content, fruitful-increase in status and quality of
life year. 1942 Horse will have either a new boss or job of your are still working. 1954
Horse swill have an increase in wealth and better quality of life through investment. 1966
Horse will experience a completely new paradigm in your undertakings; you will become
more pro-active and decisive when coming to making decision. 1978 Horse will be in a more
competitive world and struggle to keep thing straight. 1990 Horse seems to enjoy your
journey more effortless this year.

SHEEP-1943, 1955, 1967,1979,1991,2003

You need to keep working even harder and be tactful
to handle frustration to avoid unwarranted
circumstances that lead you to regret and remorse
later on. 1943 Sheep will find new place to live or changes in work place. 1955 Sheep
will reap the reward never before; enjoy a better quality of life! 1967 Sheep will see
changes in life due to changes in relationships as well as residential. 1979 Sheep falls in a
more competitive career world and requires attention to details at work. 1991 Sheep
attention span is short and requires hard work at school.

MONKEY-1944, 1956, 1968,1980,1992,2004

A year of uncertainty with back stabber all around!
Keep biting bullet and lights are at the end of the
tunnel! 1944 Monkey is enjoying quality of life and increase in financial standing never
before. 1956 Monkey will go back to school again to learn new things in life and face new
joint ventures or cooperative activities. 1968 Monkey will be in a more competitive
environment and face breakup in joint ventures. 1980 Monkey will find support when in
trouble and do well in undertakings. 1992 Monkey will find new changes in school or
residential.

ROOSTER-1945, 1957, 1969,1981,1993,2005

A year of seeking new ventures, reaping fruitful
reward from last year handwork! Nevertheless, avoid

unnecessary confrontation that leads you to legal
dispute. 1945 Rooster will realize increase in financial standing this year. 1957
Rooster will go back to school again to learn new things in life. 1969 Rooster finds him or
herself in a more competitive environment and requires putting more effort to reap the
abundance of universe. 1981 Rooster finds things are easing and less tension and pressure
at work, unlike last year, things are more refined and clearer in objectives. 1993 Rooster
will change study environment or teacher.

DOG 1934, 1946, 1958, 1970,1982,1994,2006

A year of harnessing relationship with loved-one.
Career improves as well as quality of life. A year of
possible marriage or changes in relationships.
Possible seeking new ventures and making life time
critical decision. 1934 Dog quality of life improves this year and be able to enjoy
more quality time with family. 1946 Dog might go back to school again and learn more new
and exciting things in life. 1958 Dog in a more competitive and taxing world. 1970 Dog
finds fewer things to do with less attention given to you this year. 1982 Dog faces changes
in career or residential. 1994 Dog needs to pay attention to school work.

BOAR-1935, 1947, 1959, 1971,1983,1995,2007

A year of insecurity, instability and health problem
persists. Changes, changes and changes are the
solutions for you this year. 1935 Boar requires changes in residential as
well as conduct health check! 1947 Boar might get back-stabber all year round! 1959 Boar
seeks new changes in relationship! 1971 Boar relocating again and changes in job nature!
1983 Boar changes in job environment or new superior 1995 Boar becomes energetic and
seeking new ventures as well as new relationship.

2007 Year of Boar

Wealth Guru Direction
-Southeast sector of direction is the wealth sector for the first day of Chinese New Year, this is where
you welcome, ignite of invite the wealth guru to your house during the first day of CHINESE NEW YEAR,
February 18, 2007.
-Southwest sector of direction is the wealth sector for the whole year of 2007. Place red color items in
this sector to ignite or invite these ‘kind’ energies to your house.

Compassionate Zodiacs
-Dog/Dragon/Rat
(Possible marriage, start new relationship or living together)

On the move Zodiacs (incompatible)
-Snake/Monkey//Tiger/Boar
(Possible changes in residential, relationship and career emotional upswing)

2007 Places, locations and directions to avoid
Northwest-should avoid major renovation and drilling works
West-should avoid major renovation and drilling works
Northeast-should avoid bedroom to be placed here
Central-should avoid kitchen to be placed here

2007 Places, locations and directions to harness/travel
East-celebration/relationship/pregnancy/promotion.
Southwest-wealth and financial improvement
Southeast-improve your relationship as well as excel in schoolwork.

It is advised that you get a comprehensive reading for more accuracy!

Below is the summary of Romance & Relationship Stars

Year Hong Luan
紅鸞桃花

Tin Hei

Ham Chi

天喜桃花

咸池桃花

Mou
Swee
霧水桃花

2006 SNAKE

BOAR

NA

RABBIT

2007 DRAGON

DOG

NA

RAT

2008 RABBIT

ROOSTER

BOAR/RABBIT
/GOAT

ROOSTER

2009 TIGER

MONKEY

NA

HORSE

2010 OX

GOAT

NA

RABBIT

2011 RAT

HORSE

TIGER/HORSE/DOG RAT

2012 BOAR

SNAKE

NA

ROOSTER
ROOSTER

2013 DOG

DRAGON

NA

HORSE

2014 ROOSTER

RABBIT

SNAKE/ROOSTER/OX RABBIT

2015 MONKEY

TIGER

NA
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